
The �rst evidence of a settlement. 
Buch is considered one of the most 

archaeologically studied areas of 
Berlin, with an abundance of 
primitive and protohistorical 

habitats found. During the Nazi era hospital played a vital role in 
eugenics and racist research, and also in the Aktion T4 

"euthanasia" program. Under Hitler’s rule in clinics in 
Buch, on his orders, people were examined for their 

“hereditary and biological usefulness and racial �tness”. 
A person's career, right to marry, and simply life 

depended on the data recorded in a special card �le.

The founding of the German village by 
the ancestral Elbe slavic inhabitants 

and the German immigrants. The area 
was dominated by the peasants, 

farmers and landlords.

City of Berlin acquire the complete property with the 
castle, the park, estate and agricultural land  in order 
to lay out the Rieselfelder sewage area. On the large 

open areas the city created what was at that time the 
most up to date city water supply system. 

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Brain 
Research moved into a new laboratory 
building, set up right next to the Buch 

clinics. 

Kaiser Wilhem Insitute formes 
the nucleus of the medical 

biological Institute of the GDR 
Academy of Sciences.

The development of Buch into a major hospital 
complex is associated with its expansion as a 
residential district: one- and multiple-family 
accommodation and then large housing 
developments are set up and the village becomes 
part of the city.

Buch estate became a complex of studios 
and workshops for artists and was given up 
in 2002 by the Berlin Senate on economic 
grounds.

GDR hospital Helios Klinikum 
Berlin-Buch is abandoned. 

Sculpture of an unknown artist 
© https://bildhauersymposion.jimdo.com/

Buildings erected in the era of Socialist Berlin 
represent  modernist architecture.

Biotechnology companies 
start to settle on the 
Campus in the Innovation 
and Founding Center. 

First International Sculptors‘ Symposium 
"Sculpture Stones without Borders". 120 

sculptures of this sculptural line were 
created in Buch on 21 km of hiking trails 

during on this yearly event. 

Buch is �rst mentioned in a document. 
Up to the 17th century it was the home 
of a succession of  members of the local 

landed gentry.

The manor becames am aristocratic 
estate, inherited by the adventurer and 

writer Baron Karl Ludwig von Pöllnitz. 
The manor house and the church are 

rebuilt in a Baroque style.

Julius Hallervorden,  head of the Histopathology 
Department of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for 
Brain Research in Berlin
© Archiv der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Berlin-Dahlem

Residential park  “Allées des Châteaux”. (c) UKB Denkmal AG 

Former Dr. Heim Hospital, built as a tuberculosis 
sanitarium is acquired after a prolonged 

vacancy to develop it into a residential park 
“Allées des Châteaux”. 

Five hospital complexes built (namely, 
"Insanity", Breast Disease" and "Elderly"), 
planned and designed by the Berlin city 

head of town planning, Ludwig Ho�man, 
becoming the largest hospital complex in 

Europe with 5,000 patient beds.
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Buch is one of the 9 prespective development areas in the BERLIN 2030 STRATEGY:

slogan for Buch:  LOCAL MEETS GLOBAL

Strengthen links between neighbourhoods

Make water sites accessible and attractive

De�ne public space in terms of urban planning 
and function

“Buch is one of the most important scienti�c and 
business locations for the future of Berlin and 
acts as a laboratory for urban development 
around the periphery of Berlin because it’ where 
the world meets.

Bring potential housing sites online and 
develop subsequent infrastructure as 
necessary

‘’Buch is a hub of international biotechnological 
research and product development and a 
national centre for medical care, with the open 
spaces characterised by a marked structural 
diversity.

2030 vision: 
- sought-after place to live and work
- location of inter-regional importance
- an area with its own very tangible identity
- successful development of a business, research and residential 
- conversion of the former hospital site into space for living, culture, education and meetings 

Use university and research 
location with outward in�uence

S-Bahn Buch

railroad

S-Bahn Buch

railroad

relevant theoretical concept: sense of place 

GENIUS LOCI
‘genious of a place’

‘spirit of a place’

physical + symbolic
values in nature/

human environment=

AUTHENTIC real, reliable, thrustworthy,
original, �rst-hand,
genuine, true, actual

Theoretical investigation behind the design proposal: 
AUTHENTICITY in urban design

For a city its character and identity is expressed in 
the variation in the composition of the town plan, 

building pattern, land and building use.

The determinants: local pattern of 
streets and spaces, building traditions, 
materials & ecology.
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Christian Norberg-Schulz (1926–2000) was a 
Norwegian architect and architectural 
theorist, known for his work on architectural 
phenomenology. His book "Genius Loci: 
Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture" 
(1979) was widely in�uential in Europe and 
the Americas. According to Norberg Schultz, 
genius loci, or ‘‘objectivisation of the spirit’ of 
a society, is based on the following elements:

*Ahmed M. Salah Ouf (2001) Authenticity and the Sense of Place in Urban Design, Journal of Urban Design, 6:1, 73-86

In the other interpretation*:

Alternative healing in Berlin
nature, arts and science for human recharge

Julia Alekseeva I SUPD thesis project, May 2019 
KTH Royal Institute of Technology

The project site is a district of Buch in the northern part of Berlin, 
Germany. The area is known for its bio- and medical specializa-
tion, with a presence of a a national centre for medical care and 
a hub for international biotechnological research. Buch is one of 
the prospective development areas of the current city strategy. In 
the next decades the area is expected to grow in the number of 
residential locations, as well as develop its research and business 
focus to become a locus of inter-regional importance in its do-
main, which will engage a range of stakeholders from academia, 
business and politics. Considering the significant amount of new 
interventions planned in the area, it is interesting to regard it 
from the authenticity framework, ensuring that the new devel-
opments will not attenuate a local character, but on the contrary 
nurse a flourishing, tangible identity.

The area is located around the commuter train station S-Bahn Buch. It is primarily 
residential, but is also known for is specialization in medicine and related research. 
Here is located an internationally renown hospital - Helios Hospital Berlin-Buch. The 
hospital tradition started back in 1900 with the foundation of the first hospital prem-
ises, which have since then grown and shrinked, at some moments being spread 
all across the area. However now some of its ex-premises are reused for residential 
purposes and some stay abandoned. Hospital has passed different stages in its de-
velopment, for example, during Nazis time it was used for rasist research. 

By the side of the modern hospital territory a Campus Berlin-Buch is located - a 
32-hectare area which hosts various research organizations around bioscience, 
health, medicine and biotechnology, as well as a BiotechPark with 56 innovative 
companies. Spatial proximity of the actors, attractive infrastructure and facilities ex-
plain the success of the Campus in research and innovation and its solid internation-
al reputation.

Besides, area is remarkable for the close proximity to nature. It is located on the edge 
of the nature reserve and comprises vast areas of fields and forest. The area is popu-
lar for long-term biking from the other parts of Berlin for its attractive natural zones. 
The lake to the south-west to the station was created artificially 20 years ago specifi-
cally for preserving biodiversity and observing birds. 

The area is notable for the abundance of institutions of different scale and signifi-
cance, from research center to numerous child and elderly care. Some of them al-
ready have unconventional specialization, such a Waldkindergarten - Forest Kinder-
garden, which offers practices for children to explore nature and history of the place, 
such as building an ancient german hut or playing with natural elements. 

My proposal is to offer another institution with unconventional specialization, which 
will complement and connect with the existing one, and develop and reformulate 
the identity of the place.

historical research

area analysis

theory

source: http://berlin-buch.com/en/erkunden/chronik.php
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The area is a traditional residential zone - a ‘SLEEPING CITY’ 
where people perform everyday living duties but work and 
leisure go to Berlin. Geneally area is perceived as quite boring 
with not much to do. 

OBSERVED CHALLENGES At the same time the people related to Research Campus 
evidence progressive, international, English-speaking and 
active atmosphere there. Therefore the gap existis between 
the residents and the scientific community: people work-
ing or studying in Buch have almost no interaction with the 
locals, coming here just for work.



a net work of  e lements  provides  
connec t ion points  within  the area 

and with the outdoors

vast  excist ing green spaces  are  pre-
ser ved and the program is  given in  

cer ta in  areas(park/publ ic  space)

excist ing green spaces

new program/func t ion
res ident ia l

natureThe diagram shows spat ia l  d istr ibut ion 
of  the spaces  dedicated to  four  
des ignated programmatic  areas

research

ar t

car  road

bike road

walk ing path

road struc ture  makes  the 
area wel l  connec ted and 

access ible  for  d ifferent  
k inds  of  movements

Creating new programmatic identity based on the history and present situation:

The proposal parts were developed by mapping the existing identical features of the area.

the exist ing strong ident ical  fea-
tures  are  kept  and enhanced by 

adding the new ones

AR TS

SCIENCE
NATURE

EDUCATION

EXISTING FEATURES

NE W FEATURES

ALTERNATIVE 
MEDICINE

medicine
biotechnology
research

+art

nature history
(bronze, iron age,
german village)

ex-hospital reuse

+visitors

co-living

East Berlin

alternative 
medicine center 
(healing & 
research)

natural plaza 
for outdoor 
events

bio-art lab

art pavilions

art-residencies

promenade park

animal farm

herb garden

lake pavilions

main idea:
turn one of  the excist ing hospita l  premises  into a  
RE TREAT-ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE-AR T CENTER which wi l l  imply  
new ident i t y  and func t ions  for  a l l  the inter vent ion area

NATURE

HOSPITAL

NE W IDENTIT Y

Alternative healing in Berlin
nature, arts and science for human recharge

Julia Alekseeva I SUPD thesis project, May 2019 
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
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well-being, healing and retreat center 
alternative medicine, naturopathy, chiropractic 
relevant research

art-residencies 

art courses 
art-studios
art-theraphy

bio-art (laboratories, events)

bike cafe + infoboard

bike cafe + infoboard
showers

�xing workshop

cafe +
infoboard

I

IIIco-living
individual apartments with shared spaces
shared facilities 

student housing

sport center

housing
grossery shop

housing
bike cafe 
mechanic café, tool share
public bathroom and shower 
bike sharing 

VI

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE CENTER

The northern abandoned hospital premise is refurbished to host the alternative medicine center. The building is devided into four 
parts. One hosts the patients of the center in the way of sanatorium and contains corresponding facilities (physiotheraphy, massages, 
medical equipment), with the reuse of the past medical specialisation of the building.  

The  other part is dedicated for the artistic residency. Local and international artists can apply for performing a project in the center 
with the stay from several weeks to months, having a place to live and a private/shared studio.

The in-between space in the building is used for open studios with flexible use for the art practices as part of the healing theraphy 
for the patients of the center. Practices and master classes are offered by external invited specialists and by the artists living in the 
residency. 

The fourth section of the building is equiped to host the practices and research on the topic of bio-art: an art practice based on the 
work with live tissues, bacteria, living organisms and life processes. The scientific processes of biotechnology (such as genetic engi-
neering, tissue culture, and cloning) are used in the production of the artworks, which makes the proximity of the biotechnological 
research center Campus Berlin-Buch highly relevant.

The Herb Garden is intended for growing 
healing plants and herbs for the needs 
of the Center and for related educational 
purposes.

RESIDENTIAL

The second ensemble of abandoned hospital 
buildings is reused as a residential area. The 
overarching principle of organising the living 
space is collective living. Individual apartments 
are connected with the set of shared facilicities 
with varying level of privacy, such as extended 
kitchens and living rooms, cinema halls, saunas 
and gardens. Part of apartments is owned col-
lectively and part is rented out to students. 

This residential spaces are an addition to the 
new housing areas at the Am Sandhaus street 
built as a part of the general strategy for the de-
velopment of the area of the city of Berlin. 

All new housing is hosting not only permanent 
residents but also visitors and temporal dwell-
ers (patients, students, artists), which brings life 
and changing momentum to social life.

Three cafes on the edges of the developement area serve for connecting it with the neighbouring areas and exposing its program 
for the outside. 
Two bike cafes and a cafe by the S-Bahn station contains the informational boards with the news about the events happening in the 
research center, farm, outdoor scene and art facilities. 
Bike cafe provides infrustracture for the long-distance bikers to stop for a shower, rest, repair or have a meal. 

The new elements are meant to be the attraction points for different users, such as resi-
dents, workers of the research campus, visitors, students at schools, and therefore promote 
social mixing. 

ANIMAL FARM
The animal farm hosts animals for healing, play and 
study. In addition to the animals historically bread in 
German settlements, it raises dogs and horses which 
allows canine-assisted therapy (dogs), equine-relat-
ed therapy (horses) and pediatric care (for the schools 
around, including school for physically disabled, Mon-
tessori school).

Plan 1:500
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Alternative healing in Berlin
nature, arts and science for human recharge
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(c) Joost Dankelman
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VI
Stage desined by Anastasia Tharnaby

V

Housing designed by Strik, Baldinelli, Moniz Ltd

VII

OUTDOOR STAGE

Open stage and open area around as a natural plaza meant for events connected to Research Campus activity (talks, lec-
tures), as well as the other temporary events, such as farmers market, festival, week-end food trucks and picnic, concert or 
performance.

ART PAVILIONS

The open art studio outdoors with the space for art-practices on the plain air. It is part of the art-theraphy of the Center.  The area provide spaces for big 
scale art practices: painting, wood curving, sculpturing, or acting/drama. Two pavilions with the architectural reference to the German hut decorated 
with the climbing plant host practices in the winter time and act as a helter for the materials and a rest point for the artist all year round. The walls open 
in the summer to merge the interior space with the surroundings.

Using local materials and existing patterns in street design is one of the tools of creating and 
enhancing the specific sense of place in the area. The paving material, when used, is grey wood, 
the urban furniture is based on/inspired by unrefined logs, the particular design elements are 
used such as old-looking metal signs, climbing plans and wood and stone sculptures. Spreading 
this existing features as decoration on all the walking paths and public spaces creates a cohesive 
recognisable system and enhances the identity of the area on the perceptional street level.

The plan shows a turn to the lake on the road which is cur-
rently widely used for walking/biking for leisure of on the 
way to the neighbouring district. The design language is 
used to invite people to turn into the area and participate 
in the offered program. A kind of nature based plaza is 
introduced with landscape design based on local flowers 
and a sculpture/landmark structure in the middle. 

The sections illustrate the change in the the use of 
the space (on the left) and the atmosphere along 
the main street of the area and in its southern part 
(on the right). 

bike cafe art pavilions
animal farm

PROMENADE PARK

Park spreads from the Forest Kindergarden to the Animal Farm. It is designed as a continuous pathway in the existing stripe of 
forest, with the set of stops providing educational and experiential material in the form of informational boards and designed 
activities. The garden is a prolongation of Forest Kindergarden with the main aim and function to provide reflection material and 
raise the interest of the visitors to various practices of well-being connected to nature.

Wood flooring promenade is designed for observations and rest.

Three pavilions on the lake represent three topics:
- Historical museum + cafe
- Exhibition (art of the artists from the residency and bio-art)
- Observatory of birds/amphibians/plants (pavilions provides related info and equipment)
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